Important Notice

It has been brought to the notice of the Administration that a few of RGNIYD Students have formed a group titled “Think India RGNIYD” having an exclusive e-mail id (thinkindiaargniyd@gmail.com) and face book account (Think India rgniyd).

The aforesaid face book account (Think India rgniyd) has used a photograph of the RGNIYD as its profile picture.

The said group has been organizing various online events, video conferences and discussions on Zoom Platforms.

A group of students have also circulated information about various activities of Think India RGNIYD on WhatsApp Group “RGNIYD 2019” to various former students of RGNIYD. This WhatsApp Group also bears the Logo of RGNIYD.

It is hereby informed that RGNIYD has not provided any official permission to any individual or group to form such groups and for using the name, logo, photos and representations of the Institute and to carry out these initiatives (both online and offline). Additionally, RGNIYD has not accorded any approval for collaborating with other existing groups/organizations and no Competent Authority has signed any kind of MoU/Agreement with these groups.

It is further informed that any individual using the Name, Logo, Images and representations of the Institute and forming any such unauthorized groups/fora shall be viewed seriously and shall attract commensurate action including criminal proceedings.